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Rezumat. Evoluțiile recente în construcția de modele 3D în arhitectură și înregistrarea peisa-
jului au făcut această tehnologie accesibilă şi arheologilor, care dispun de un buget redus. Mo-
delele 3D sunt create folosind o tehnică numită Structure from Motion, pe scurt SfM. Aceas-
ta implică realizarea unei serii de fotografii ale unui obiect din diferite unghiuri și înălțimi. Foto-
grafiile individuale sunt apoi procesate de algoritmi care creează un “point cloud” (un set de 
puncte în spaţiu) din puncte comune și, de asemenea, mapează textura (imaginea originală, ca 
în bitmap) pe modelul cadrului derivat din acele puncte. Modelul poate fi georeferențiat prin 
măsurarea a cel puțin trei puncte cunoscute în sistemul de coordonate ales. Aici vom prezen-
ta câteva programe care vă vor permite să produceți cu resurse puţine aceste modele şi care 
pot fi rotite în mod liber de către programe de vizualizare gratuite, cum ar fi Adobe Reader 
PDF. În plus, vom împărtăși unele sfaturi, care vor facilita obținerea unui rezultat bun. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: Modele 3D, Programe la un preţ accesibil, SFM, Modele 3D georeferenţiate, Pro- 
                          grame de vizualizare gratuite. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
For several years, the “Structure from Motion” (SfM) process has available for 

excavation representation. Until recently, this method was only found in the documen-
tation of structures, such as cathedrals, castles or urban complexes. These models were 
almost impossible to assemble using 3D laser recording. Now, with the advent of drones 
carrying 12‒20 MP cameras (Gopro and others) and advances in storage capacity and 
processing speed, the technology required is now also within the grasp of both citizens 
and of smaller archaeological companies. 

1.1. How does this work? 
3D point clouds are calculated from a large number of photos using photogram-

metric mathematical calculations (algorhythms). Modern digital cameras and even high 
quality cell phones are useable, only a high degree of image superpositioning being 
essential for obtaining good results from the series of images. The 3D model obtained 
also depends on the pixels per square meter of the object. This methodology makes it 
possible to record extensive areas quickly, the drone overseeing large areas otherwise 
invisible to the terrestrial observer. Of course, on smaller elements such as a bracelet 
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hanging on a nylon thread, no drone is required. It is also possible to extract single im-
ages from a hi-res video. Plans and/or sections can be derived from the resulting SfM 
object, and points of view documented, which otherwise were never formally docu-
mented. This 3D model can be rotated for screenshots, or the data can be manipulated 
to provide a cut through the surface. The objects rendered can be georeferenced, by pho-
tographing known points in any coordinate system, and, in the digital model, ascribing 
these coordinates to at least three points in the data set. 

We shall look at a few programs, which deliver a rendered and textured result, 
and describe their advantages, and drawbacks. 

2. Software  
2.1. Agisoft Metashape (Fig. 1) 
This is a nominally expensive program, with a cost of over 2000€. There is, 

however, a light version, for around 200€, which fulfils most requirements on site. Not 
freeware, but not expensive. We include the program here, because it can handle any 
foto thrown at it. Even blurred with varying focal lengths. 
Pro: -The program is simple and functional without any additional downloads or extras. 
        -With a high-powered computer it is possible to create a high resolution model, or 
lower res for less Mhz. 
        -Importantly for archaeologists, it can create georeferenced models.  
        -It can save intermediate steps. 
        -Parameters can be tweaked for model optimization. 
        -With Agisoft Lens, camera calibration can be achieved. 
        -Saves also in PDF, readable by the Acrobat reader. 
Contra: -8GB RAM, better 20 GB required for larger projects, multicore processors 
mandatory. 
        -Options are not well documented. 
        -Expensive in the full version. 
        -Lengthy calculation time. 

 
Fig. 1. Agisoft Metashape1. 

                                                      
1 https://r9e3k2m7.stackpathcdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/agisoft-metashape-pro-
v1.6.jpg 
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2.2. Visual SfM (Fig. 2) 
Visual SfM is a freely available package of various tools that are linked by 

means of a graphical user interface. This allows the user an easy entry into the world 
of SfM. Changchang WU has provided this standalone GUI, linking various tools and 
procedures (such as Multicore Bundle Adjustment, SiftGPU etc) with other program-
mers’ tools such as Michal JANČOŠEK or Yasutaka FURUKAWA.  
Pro: -Freeware. 
        -Most fotos can be used without camera calibration. 
        -Simple controls, so that the program is easy to learn. 
        -The program uses the GPU, thus enabling users of lower powered computers to 
viably process files. 
        -Real-time viewing of output, enhancing understanding of parameter variation. 
        -No installation, about 85MB required (some dlls may need installing from Micro-
soft or from a dll-repository). 
        -Supports command line. 
Contra: -Not suitable for small objects.  
        -Furukawa’s PMVS/CMVS Tool is mandatory and requires downloading. 
        -Visual SFM “only” creates a point cloud. In order to create a grid, MeshLab (free) 
is necessary. 

 
Fig. 2. Visual SfM2. 

2.3. Regard 3D (Fig. 3) 
Regard 3D is a fairly intuitive freeware program. In this easily navigable inter-

face, the results of the acts of matching, triangulating, point cloud densification and 
texturing are recorded in a tree structure, so you can easily compare the results of 
different tweaks to the parameters. 
Pro: -Freeware. 

                                                      
2 http://ccwu.me/vsfm/ 
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        -Easy input and processing. 
        -Many adjustable parameters. 
        -Ability to save and view each variation of input in the project file. 
Contra: -Can take many hours to process the input files. 
        -The results are not previewed, so you can waste many hours tuning the pro-
cessing. 
        -The program is very choosy, you need perfect photos. 
        -Your camera must be in the database, or you input focal length and sensor dimen-
sions manually. 

 
Fig. 3. Regard 3D3. 

2.4. Meshroom (Fig. 4) 
Meshroom is open source software, written by professionals for professionals. 

The node based steps, similar to Regard 3D, enable smooth workflow optimisation. All 
steps are hierarchically organised into a pipeline. However, the pipeline preset can be 
activated with one click. If you are lucky, it is already pre-optimised for your purpose. 
You may wish to compile you own device specific version. 
Pro: -Simple to operate. 
        -Many tweakable setting if used manually. 

                                                      
3 http://www.regard3d.org/index.php 
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        -Output resolution adjustable. 
        -It exists in a Maya plugin version. 
        -Runs on mid level machines. 
Contra: -Not as fast as some others. 

 
Fig. 4. Meshroom4. 

2.5. MicMac (Fig. 5) 
MicMac is a freeware French government development based on open source  

 
Fig. 5. MicMac5. 

                                                      
4 https://alicevision.github.io/#meshroom 
5 https://micmac.ensg.eu/index.php/Accueil 
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code. Although devised for the use of the Geographic Institute, it is useable by indi-
viduals too. It not only develops 3d models, but can be used to rectify orthofotos. Using 
addons and tools, it can even replace site surveying. 
Pro: -Freeware 
        -High standard of processing. 
        -Handles data from countrysides to small finds. 
        -Can be used in site surveying. 
Contra: -It can be difficult to use, without prior experience with SfM programs. 

2.6. Multi-View-Environment (Fig. 6) 
MVE again is a pipeline based collection of tools. Using the command line, 

you can automate the process. Each step otherwise can be adjusted. The GUI is not 
particularly intuitive, but with a little time, it produces excellent results. 
Pro: -Very tolerant of photo input. 
        -Produces good results. 
        -Once optimal parameters are established by trial and error, the command line au-
tomation is useful. 
        -Supports stereo input and output. 
Contra: -Unfortunate interface. 
        -Long time to acquire skill in producing good output. 

 
Fig. 6. Multi-View-Environment6. 

 

                                                      
6 https://www.gcc.tu-darmstadt.de/home/proj/mve 
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3. Tips and Conclusion  
■  Use a separate camera and card for 3D photography. This reduces photographic ad-
ministration time and does not clutter photo lists. 
■  If using a zoom lens, set it to around 37 mm. Do not vary it. Better to step back and 
forth. 37 mm corresponds with 50 mm in analog film. A fixed focus objective is better. 
■  While taking the multiple photos required, it is easy to snap rapidly – do not neglect 
focus. Check exposure too. 
■  Try for an overlap of up to 80%. This increases the photo count, but consistently pro-
duces better results. 
■  Use a subset of the photos to find optimal settings, then load them all. This can be up 
to 500 photos in more complex situations. This will save you time. 
■  When photographing, take a picture from head height, then kneel and redo. Then 
move sideways, and repeat: photo from the knees, then from head height. This leads to 
shorter processing time and better acceptance of the images.  
■  Even if you are not planning to produce SfM objects, do take the required photos any-
way, a future researcher may wish you had. It takes very little time. You can further 
reduce the duration of the job by photographing a piece of paper with site, date and 
object. 

The above programs can all, except for Metashape, be downloaded for free. 
Metashape has a trial version, and an adequate light version, which is very good. Each 
program will require fairly extensive practice to produce good results – this is, in view 
of the often lengthy processing times, essential. Trial and error takes a very long time. 

There is no easy access; however the following tips can reduce frustration. 




